Bugs

Complete the five steps to earn your Bugs Badge.

1. **Draw a bug poster:** Choose your favorite bug and make a bug poster. Be sure to include three fun facts about your bug and a picture!

2. **Try a bug craft:** Join Jessica for a fun bug craft. You will need the following materials: paper rolls, colored paper or paint, pipe cleaners, black yarn, string, or black paper, markers, crayons, scissors, and a glue stick.

3. **See bugs in action:** Bugs come in all shapes and sizes. Check out this fun [video](#) to learn more about those that fly and those that crawl.

4. **Explore bug homes:** Do something kind for a bug in need by building a bug hotel or bug home for them. Use the examples below to help you get started!

5. **Take a bug field trip:** Take a walk in your backyard, head out on a hike, or visit a local trail to investigate what bugs live there. Be sure to bring binoculars or even a magnifying glass to get a closer look!